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birthplace 1 ; and like other lonians they took an active part
in the eighth-century epic movement which aimed at
" rounding off " that Tale of Troy, of which Homer had given
two magnificent fragments, by supplying his poems with a
prelude and sequels to show what became of everyone
afterwards. No doubt these " cyclic poems " were to some
extent based on the less ambitious pre-Homeric metrical
sagas which bards had been reciting ever since the Trojan
War itself (among much other material in which, under the
influence of Homeric enthusiasm, men were now losing
interest) ; but it must have been by direct inspiration of
the Muses, i.e. by imagination, that some poet, doubtless
a Kolophonian,2 succeeded in getting his home town into
a version of the Homeward Voyages, making the prophet
Kalchas appropriately visit Klaros, and die there.3 It is an
early example of a tendency that became universal, to adapt
or frankly to jettison local legends in order to fit one's local
" origins " on to what, purely in virtue of poetic genius, was
rapidly becoming the national epic—a tendency that has
led to much falsification of tradition, to the despair of the
modern would-be historian. In the next century too the
Kolophonian colony at Smyrna had its epic bard, Magnes,
a dandified and not very creditable person if tradition be
believed, who roused some patriotic spite against himself
by becoming a courtier and favourite of Gyges of Lydia and
forsaking Greek themes to glorify his master's parvenu
monarchy. This he did in an account of the valour of the
horsemen of Lydia in battle against the Amazons.4
Kolophonian too was Mimnermos, poet and musician,5 the
sweet singer of the late seventh century, and the great
thinker Xenophanes two generations later, and a musician
1 Str, xiv, 642.
a As was believed, perhaps only on the internal evidence^ by Euatathios
(1796, 45) who alludes to " o ravs nootqvs Trot^cras KoXcxfraivios" If
this poem was later usually ascribed to Agias of Troizen, it may be only
that A. worked over and rewrote it, giving it its final form—just as Homer,
with vastly greater genius, probably did to his materials.
3 This story was old enough to find its way also into the Hesiodie epics
of the Boiotiarx school ;J Strabo, loc, oit.
* N.D. frag, 62.	B Str. xiv, 643.

